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When a sixteen-year-old stripper goes missing, and her best friend turns up dead, tough
Detective Chief Superintendent Mace of Liverpool - briefly on holiday in America - crosses
paths with beautiful Lieutenant Victoria Bercovici of the Los Angeles Police Department.
Together, they set off on a trail of dead bodies in an attempt to find the answers - and all hell
breaks loose.
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A mace is a blunt weapon, a type of club or virge that uses a heavy head on the end of a handle
to deliver powerful blows. A mace typically consists of a strong,Â Prehistory - Antiquity European Middle Ages - Ceremonial use.
Mace is the genericized trademark of Chemical Mace, the brand name of an early type of
aerosol self-defense spray invented by Allan Lee Litman in Mace definition: A mace is an
ornamental stick carried by an official or placed somewhere as a symbol of Meaning,
pronunciation, translations and examples. From Middle English mace, borrowed from Old
French mace, mache, from Late Latin mattia or Vulgar Latin *mattea (compare modern
French masse, Italian. Mace definition is - an aromatic spice consisting of the dried external
fibrous covering of a nutmeg. How to use mace in a sentence. MACE is a deep learning
inference framework optimized for mobile heterogeneous computing platforms. XiaoMi/mace.
Mace Brand is the original pepper spray company offering pepper gels, pepper guns, as well as
stun guns, personal alarms, utility knives, and home security.
Mace definition, a clublike armor-breaking weapon of war, often with a flanged or spiked
metal head, used chiefly in the Middle Ages. See more.
Mace is one of those spices we may all have heard of but aren't really sure what it is. It is
actually the lacy coating (called the aril) that is found on a nutmeg seed.
Mace isn't a spice that you use every day, and it tends to be a bit pricey. When you come
across a recipe that calls for it, save yourself some.
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